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This document describes a main part of the implementation of our QoS architecture, which has 
been developed in the context of our UNIQuE project [1]. In order to achieve an end-to-end 
support for quality of service, our approach bases on feedback loops as proposed in [2]. 
This technical report covers the implementation details of the realization of an adaptive CPU 
scheduler, which is a key element in the QoS architecture. For the implementation we used the 
Linux operating system (version 2.3.49) as the QoS architecture requires modifications in the 
kernel mechanisms of the operating system to achieve the end-to-end QoS support and the 
sources of Linux are public available. 
The document is structured as follows: In the next chapter the basic concept of our QoS 
architecture is described. In this context, it will become clearer what the term “adaptive scheduler” 
denotes and what requirements result from this approach. In chapter 3, the CPU scheduling in the 
existing Linux kernel is described in detail, whereas chapter 4 presents the modified adaptive 
scheduler as well as some theoretical and practical results. Chapter 5 finally gives an overview 
implementation details; followed by a bibliography and technical appendices. 
As with many research and development especially in the Linux area, this work is not ready 
but work-in-progress, but we think it brings up new aspects of Quality of Service support that fits 
the user’s needs and is tailored much better to individual user preferences. 
An electronic version of this document can be found on the home site of our UNIQuE 








2 The QoS Architecture 
The overall picture of the QoS architecture is given in Figure 2.1. Basically, it consists of a set of 
Monitoring&Control entities, which are each associated with a resource. The resources currently 
under consideration in the end system are the processing time (processor scheduler entity), the 
available data rate shared between different flows and the available network links in a multi-homed 
end system. The Monitoring&Control entities monitor the resource sharing of the associated 
resource, i.e. they schedule the resource usage between the demands. The control part realizes the 
interaction with other Monitoring&Control entities. They accept demands for a modified resource 
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Figure 2.1: Overall Picture of our QoS Architecture 
 
Many application-oriented approaches exist that try to maintain information about the 
application’s requirements and perform resource reservation in the end system based on ahead 
calculation of the need [3, 4]. Opposed to this, our QoS architecture is strictly user oriented. The 
resource sharing in the end system and the bias of the resource distribution should be done in 
favor of those applications the user is currently focusing on. This could be simply the window that 
is active in the moment, as it is done in the Windows 2000 operating system [5]. As this might fit 
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the user’s interest only some times, in [6] we proposed a simple user interface that allows the user 
to signal his current commitment to one or another application more explicitly. This interface is 
also shown in Figure 2.1: A button labeled with the letter Q (denoting Quality of Service) is 
integrated into the window title bar of each application started on the system. This Q-Button can 
be integrated into any windowing system (X-Window as well as Windows 2000) and does not 
necessarily depend on an application. 
It is the job of the operating system (and, if supported, of the application itself) to determine 
the meaning of “better”. The user is not concerned with technical details and parameters detaching 
him or her from productive work. Instead, the mapping of a single user parameter, given just by a 
click on a button, must be mapped onto different system parameters like processing time, data 
rate, used network, cost factors etc. (cf. [7]). 
Different parts of the architecture have been realized up to now: The adaptive data scheduler 
is described in [5], the network switching is part of the current work. Whereas application 
adaptation is a well-known concept in distributed multimedia systems [8], we first introduced the 
notion of proactive applications [2, d]. In contrast to adaptive1 applications that try to adapt to the 
current situation but cannot actively control resources, proactive applications actively take effect on 
the sharing of resources in advance. Thus, beside user interaction by means of the Q-Button 
applications can interact with the system on their own. 
There are some basic design decisions that result from the presented architecture and follow 
the goal not to design a completely new operating system kernel: 
 Inside each Monitoring&Control entity, minor resource variations should be hidden from the 
neighbor entities. Thus, short-term and long-term variations are going to be decoupled and 
the system stability is increased. 
 The Monitoring&Control entities accept and deal with simple resource requests that are 
passed over from other Monitoring&Control entities as well as from proactive applications. 
In general, these requests result in a bias of the resource distribution in favor of the flow or 
process related to the request. Obviously, resources are limited and can not be increased, but 
they should be given to the application that is currently in the user’s focus. Thus a paradigm 
shift from calculation and reservation in advance to adaptation to the situation is performed 
and complexity is being reduced. 
 Especially the CPU scheduling is crucial for both the behavior and the performance of an 
operating system. Hence, modifications of the used algorithms should be done very carefully, 
existing applications relying on some properties should not be broken. 
                                                     
1 In our context, adaptive applications have the same meaning as reactive applications as they react on dynamic 
environments by adapting to the current availability of resources. 
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Following these goals, in the next chapter the existing CPU scheduler in the Linux operating 
system is described and analyzed in more detail. Afterwards, the concept of an adaptive scheduler 
is presented in chapter 4. 

 
3 Background: Scheduling and Policy-based Networking 
within the Linux Kernel 
The basic idea for providing applications with the quality of service they need is to use an adaptive 
process scheduler combined with an adaptive networking subsystem, as described in the previous 
section. Before the implementation of the adaptive process scheduler is described in more detail, 
we give an introduction in the scheduling of tasks within the Linux kernel. This helps to 
understand the decisions we made for the implementation of our adaptive process scheduler. 
According to the previous chapters, the following general conditions were taken into account: 
 Existing (“legacy”) applications should be executable further on without any restrictions. 
Additionally, those legacy applications should also take advantage of the QoS support. 
 The mechanisms for achieving quality of service should be simple and efficient. 
 The user (or the application, respectively) must be involved in the closed loop in an active 
way, i.e., s/he must be able to affect the quality of service for each application. 
 If possible, encroachments in the mechanisms of the operating system should be minimized 
as modifications may result in an inappreciable behavior of the system. 
3.1 Scheduling in the Linux Operating System 
Within the Linux Kernel, the mechanisms for scheduling the available CPU resources to the 
running processes are primarily optimized for high efficiency, fairness, throughput and low 
response times. However, quality of service aspects were not considered for the development of 
the scheduler. For a running application it is not possible to use any QoS mechanisms related to 
the scheduling of tasks as a specification of the user’s preferences is not provided. 
In the following sections, the terms process scheduling, thread scheduling, and task scheduling will 
appear several times, particularly in the context of the question, to which kind of objects the CPU 
resources are scheduled. In order to avoid obscurity, we use the generic term scheduling for allotting 
the available computation time. 
A detailed description of further components and the mechanisms of the Linux kernel are 
described in [9, 10]. 
3.1.1 Basics: The Architecture of Linux 
In contrast to the current evolution of operating systems towards a micro-kernel architecture, the 
Linux kernel bases on a monolithic architecture. This basic design aspect also affects the 
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functioning of the process scheduler. In micro-kernel architectures, e.g., the Mach Kernel [11] or 
the Kernel of Microsoft Windows 2000 [5], the operating system’s kernel only provides a 
minimum of functionality for performing basic operations. Examples are the inter-process 
communication (IPC), and the memory management (MM). Built on top of the micro-kernel, the 
remaining functionality of the operating system is implemented in independent processes or 
threads running in the user space. They communicate with the micro-kernel via a defined interface. 
For the scheduling of the available computing time, the micro-kernel only supports the basic 
mechanism for switching from one process or thread to the next, called a context switch. The 
schedule sequence of the processes or tasks is determined separately, e.g., by kernel threads. 
In monolithic architectures – like the Linux operating system – the entire functionality is 
concentrated within the kernel, i.e., all mechanisms and information relevant for the scheduling are 












Figure 3.1: The Architecture of the Linux Operating System 
 
Figure 3.1 gives a coarse view on the Linux architecture, focused on the interaction between 
applications, scheduler, and hardware. Further resource managers like the memory manager are not 
shown in Figure 3.1 as the illustration might become too complex. Like other operating systems 
such as Microsoft Windows 2000 [5], a Linux process resides in one of two modes; a privileged 
system mode, and a non-privileged user mode. In general, applications are running as processes 
within the user mode. Each process exists independent from other processes; i.e., each process has 
its own memory space and is not allowed to access the memory of other processes. When a 
process enters the Linux kernel (e.g., in the case of an interruption or a system call), the system 
switches to the privileged system mode. In the Linux operating system, only one process can be 
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executed in the system mode, as the kernel performs critical operations which must be protected 
from mutual preemption2. From the Linux kernel’s point of view, the processes are noted as tasks 
and are treated like common functions. In Figure 3.1, the tasks are marked by the dotted lines of 
each process resumed in the system kernel. Once a process/task enters the privileged system 
mode, it has access to the resources of every other task currently running on the system, which is 
not possible in the user mode. The scheduler is completely implemented inside the operating 
system’s kernel. In multi-processor environments, each processor has its own scheduler, but the 
scheduling algorithm used by each scheduler is always the same. 
3.1.2 Processes, Threads and Tasks 
In papers about Linux, the terms process, thread, and task are in many cases handled with the 
same importance, although they are completely different. A process is generally defined as a 
sequence of activities related to a distinguished “problem”. Each process exists independent of 
other processes. Processes are not able to affect each other, albeit they can communicate with each 
other using kernel mechanisms for inter-process communication. Thus, switching from one 
process to the next one requires a complete switch of the environment, including address space 
and CPU registers. 
Within a process’ address space, one or more threads could exist in parallel working on the 
same “problem”. Those threads are running within the same environment, i.e., switching from one 
thread to the next only requires a fast context switch rather than an extensive switch of the 
environment. Thus, threads are also known as light-weighted processes. Another important 
differentiation is that parts of the process’ memory space (the so called shared memory) are accessible 
by all threads running within that process. This feature allows for an easy and efficient 
synchronization of threads and an efficient data exchange between threads as no communication 
paths have to be established. The basic difference between threads and processes is illustrated in 
Figure 3.2. (Note that Figure 3.2 is a typical example for a multi-threading operating system, such 
as Solaris. It is not typical for Linux!) Within the environment of a process, one or more threads 
are running simultaneously. The arrows mark the current position of the instruction counter for 
resuming the computation. In multi-threaded operating system designs, threads are dispatched 
immediately to the processor, whereas in Linux processes are scheduled and threads might run 
within a process as described below. 
 
                                                     
2 Note that even in multi-processor environments only one process could be executed within the system 
mode. 
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Figure 3.2: Difference between Processes and Tasks 
 
From the viewpoint of the Linux kernel, every process running on the system is referred to as 
a task. Compared to processes, tasks are allowed to access every resource (in particular, tasks are 
allowed to modify other tasks), as they are running in the privileged system mode. Thus, the 
scheduling algorithm running in the kernel shares the available CPU bandwidth between the tasks 
currently running on the system, independent whether a task represents a process or a thread 
outside the Linux kernel. The task’s structure is defined in include/linux/sched.h (see 
struct task_struct) and contains parameters that characterize a task, such as memory 
management information, various variables for states, flags, and statistics, pointers to related tasks 
(such as child tasks, parent tasks, previous and next task in the task-list, etc.), hash tables, process 
credentials, limits, file system info, signal handlers, etc. The definition of the complete task 
structure is printed in Chapter 0. 
Originally, threads were not supported from the Linux operating system; applications were 
basically mapped to processes. In order to achieve compatibility to the POSIX 1003.1c standard 
[12] relevant for UNIX operating systems, there are two basic implementation designs enabling the 
use of threads in Linux. The basic difference between those approaches is the way how the 
scheduler treats threads: 
 The first approach is the implementation of threads within a process, implemented by the 
PThread library [12]. If a process starts one or more PThreads, it is responsible for scheduling 
the computation time he gets from the operating system’s scheduler to the PThreads 
currently running within its context. Thus, PThreads are invisible for the scheduler as they are 
completely implemented within the user space.  
 The alternative is the mapping of threads to processes, i.e., each thread is represented by 
exactly one process. One example for this approach is the system call clone() (defined in 
arch/i386/kernel/process.c) Using this system call, a new process is forked, that is 
allowed to access a shared memory allocated from the parent’s process. In this case, the 
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Linux scheduler is responsible for sharing the computation time between all threads, as those 
threads are represented as common tasks for the kernel. Thus, the more threads created by a 
process or an application, the more computation time is scheduled for this application. 
In the remainder of this document, the differentiation between processes, threads, and tasks 
is not considered as the scheduler of the Linux operating system is responsible for scheduling the 
available computation time to tasks. Note that the definition of the task structure (struct
task_struct) can be found in include/linux/unistd.h. 
3.1.3 Scheduling 
The principle job of the scheduler is to decide the next executable task that is dispatched to the 
CPU. A task is marked as executable, if the computation of the task can be (actively) continued 
and does not depend on any other resources, such as arriving data from a hard disk drive. From 
the implementation point of view, a task p is executable if its actual state is p->state =
TASK_RUNNING. The scheduling functionality can be found in kernel/sched.c in the function 
schedule(). In Linux, the scheduling works in a preemptive manner, i.e., a task will run as long 
as one of the following events occur: 
 the task voluntarily releases its control back to the scheduler, or 
 the scheduler revokes the CPU resource from the active task and dispatches the CPU to 
another task. 
The scheduling sequence is defined by a round-robin-based time division multiplexing 
mechanism. Each (executable) task is dispatched to the CPU for a short period of time. This 
period, the so-called time slice, has a value of 200 ms in Linux (defined in the constant variable 
DEF_PRIORITY in include/linux/sched.h). For each task currently dispatched to a 
processor, the time slice will be counted downwards. If the time slice expires, the active task will be 
preempted in favor of another task. An expired task will not be dispatched until the time slice of 
each executable task is expired. After this time, all tasks – including the non-executable – will be 
re-initialized and the competition for the CPU starts from the beginning. 
In Linux, time is measured in ticks (specified in kernel/timer.c) defined by the constant 
variable HZ in the file include/asm/param.h (for x86-based CPU architectures). The temporal 
resolution of time depends on the CPU architecture. In x86-based processor architectures, one tick 
corresponds to a time period of 10 ms (HZ = 100), whereas in the Alpha architecture, the time is 
updated 1,024 times per seconds3, i.e., one tick takes 0.977 ms. The time [in ticks] passed since the 
last system startup is stored in the global variable jiffies, defined in the file 
                                                     
3 The reason for this unusual value is a register in the Alpha CPU which is updated 1,024 times per second. 
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include/linux/sched.h. However, in many documents about the Linux kernel, ticks and 
jiffies are used in the same sense. 
As mentioned above, the scheduler will be called in three cases: 
1. The time slice of the active task expires. 
2. A task voluntarily releases the control back to the scheduler (e.g., it has to wait for a 
resource). 
3. An interrupt or a system call triggers the scheduler. 
The functioning of the scheduler can be subdivided in three steps. First, interrupts that were 
not handled completely have to be finished. The second step is the selection of the next task that 
will be scheduled to the CPU. Finally, the new thread will be dispatched to the CPU. The three 
steps are explained in the following sections in more detail. 
3.1.3.1 Interrupt Handling 
Interrupts are used for notifying the operating system that certain events occurred, e.g., a 
completed data transfer or an error in a peripheral device. Interrupts are handled within the kernel 
of an operating system; therefore, the system switches to the privileged system mode. In Linux, 
three types of interrupts can be distinguished: 
 Fast interrupts like the input of characters via the keyboard require no time-sensitive actions 
and are handled immediately. For the scheduler, the handling of fast interrupts is transparent; 
it can only be noticed by the system that there is less time available for the tasks. 
 In contrast to fast interrupts, a slow interrupt could be intercepted by other interrupts. The 
handling of slow interrupts is realized in two steps. First, actions that are essential for 
handling the interrupt are performed. The remaining operations for its completion, called 
bottom halfs, are carried out when the scheduler is called the next time. The completion of the 
interrupt routine is performed before the scheduling algorithm starts; on account of the 
20 ticks for the initial time slice, the maximum amount of time for the completion is 200 ms. 
The system timer is a typical example for a slow interrupt, which is released every 10 ms by 
the processor (on x86-based architectures). The actions in the first step are generally to 
update the system time, i.e., by incrementing the jiffies. Later, the bottom half takes care 
on executing expired timers and updating statistics for the currently scheduled task. 
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 The third type of interrupt is a system call. A system call requires to enter the system mode, 
which is realized by a soft interrupt4. The scheduler is never called directly; instead, the 
need_resched flag (defined in the task structure in include/linux/sched.h) of an 
executable task is set to 1. This flag is automatically checked after the completion of a system 
call and, when appropriate, the scheduler will be triggered. 
If the scheduler is executed, the first step is to complete the bottom halfs. In the Linux 2.3.49 
kernel, the existence of bottom halfs are indicated by the variable tq_scheduler, defined in 





If the tq_scheduler flag is set, the function run_task_queue() (also defined and 
implemented in include/linux/tqueue.h) will be called which works out all bottom halfs 
that were marked by interrupt handling routines. Basically, the same procedure is performed in the 
next step for handling the “bottom halfs” of software interrupts. 
 
457 if (softirq_state[this_cpu].active & softirq_state[this_cpu].mask)
458 goto handle_softirq;
 
The treatment of software interrupts is performed by the function do_softirq(), which is 
implemented in kernel/softirq.c and basically works in the same way as described in the 
previous case. 
3.1.3.2 Scheduling Algorithm 
The scheduling algorithm in Linux is responsible for deciding which (executable) task is next 
dispatched to the processor. According to the POSIX 1003.1b standard [13] for UNIX operating 
systems, Linux distinguishes two classes of tasks: real-time tasks and common tasks. Compared to 
common tasks, real-time tasks are principally favored by the scheduler. They only have to compete 
with other real-time tasks for the available computation time. For scheduling real-time tasks, the 
POSIX 1003.1b specification defines two operations: Periodic real-time tasks are scheduled by a 
round-robin-based algorithm, whereas a sporadic real-time task is executed until it voluntarily releases 
the control over the CPU or until a real-time task with a higher priority preempts it, whereas 
periodic real-time tasks are preempted by the expiration of their time slice. In the Linux kernel, the 
                                                     
4 A soft interrupt is initiated by software. In Linux, soft interrupts for switching to the system mode are 
realized by calling the interrupt 0x80. 
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different types of tasks are defined in include/linux/sched.h. Periodic real-time tasks are 
represented by SCHED_RR, sporadic real-time tasks by SCHED_FIFO, and common tasks by 
SCHED_OTHER. 
Before the core scheduling algorithm starts, some actions need to be performed that 
guarantee a correct and fair scheduling of the available CPU resources. The active periodic real-
time task is appended to the end of the queue of real-time tasks, so other “equal” real-time tasks 
will also be scheduled. Furthermore, tasks waiting for specific events must be marked as executable 
if the corresponding signals arrive [10]. Further modifications of a task’s state are described in [14]. 
However, those modifications are only relevant for scheduling in a way that the set (realized as a 
list) of executable tasks is updated. 
For the decision of the next task that will be dispatched to the CPU, the scheduling algorithm 
computes a weight for each executable task. This task is implemented in the function 
goodness() (in kernel/sched.c) and will be described in more detail. As real-time tasks are 
favored, it seems that there are different schedulers for each kind of tasks. Indeed, both common 
tasks and real-time tasks are scheduled by the same scheduling function. Only the weight function 
differs for each class of tasks. 
3.1.3.2.1 Real-Time Tasks 
The priority of real-time tasks potentially running in the system is always higher compared to 
common tasks. Thus, a real-time task only has to compete with other real-time tasks for the 
available computation time. Therefore, a fixed priority scheme is used, where the decision for the 
next task dispatched to the CPU is exclusively determined by the real-time priority of a task, defined 
in the variable rt_priority (defined for each task). Other factors such as the current size of the 
consumed computation time are not taken into account. Generally, the task with the highest real-
time priority will be executed; it has to share the CPU bandwidth with other real-time tasks having 
the same real-time priority. If a task with a lower priority currently runs on the system, it will be 
preempted. A dynamic modification of the real-time priorities is in general possible by external 
programs, however, the scheduler does not alter their values. Thus the weight calculated for each 
real-time task is constant (if one of those external programs does not modify the real-time priority). 
An expired time slice causes the preemption of a periodic real-time task, which will be re-initialized 
immediately. 
The calculation of a real-time’s weight is very simple, as can be seen by the following two 
lines of code in the goodness() function: 
 
120 if (p->policy != SCHED_OTHER) {
121 weight = 1000 + p->rt_priority;
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A real-time task that is not marked with the SCHED_OTHER flag gets a weight of its (constant) 
real-time priority plus 1,000. This weight could not be reached by any common tasks; thus, 
executable real-time tasks are always treated before any common tasks. 
The handling of real-time tasks reveals that the term “real-time” is not appropriate in this 
context. Typically, a real-time task has to deliver a correct value within a pre-determined time. 
Although a Linux-based application can affect the real-time priority of its process, there is no 
correlation to the support of a guaranteed quality of service, as neither a reservation nor any 
admission control is performed. “Real-time” in the context of Linux only means that real-time 
tasks have a higher priority as common tasks. The scheduler handles real-time tasks according to 
the POSIX 1003.1b definitions [12]. Nevertheless, the term “real time” will be used further on in 
this paper as both the literature on Linux as well as the source code of the Linux kernel use this 
term. (Note that with RT-Linux [15] there is an extension to Linux supporting hard real-time 
capabilities!) 
3.1.3.2.2 Common Tasks 
Common tasks are only scheduled if no executable real-time task currently runs on the system. The 
scheduling mechanism uses a round-robin-based algorithm, where the scheduling sequence can 
change dynamically. In contrast to real-time tasks, other parameters are used for the calculation of 
a task’s weight. For common tasks, the weight function guarantees a fair scheduling, which is not 
necessarily given for real-time tasks. All parameters used by the weight function are defined for 
each task in the task’s structure (struct task_struct, see Appendix C). 
 Time slice: The current size [in ticks] of the time slice. This value is defined in the variable 
counter and is decreased when the task is scheduled to the CPU. Thus, if a task’s time slice 
expires, counter is 0. The time slice is the basis for the weight function. If the time slice 
expires, the scheduler has to re-initialize the counter variable (which is done if the time slice 
of each executable task is expired). 
 Processor switch: This parameter is only used if symmetric multi-processing is enabled. In SMP 
environments, each CPU has its own scheduler. Therefore, a slight advantage is given to the 
task’s weight if the task was last dispatched to this CPU, as the processor’s cache might still 
contain valid entries for the environment of this process and might not to reload the 
complete environment from memory. Additionally, some valid address mappings could have 
remained in the CPU’s TLB (translation look-aside buffer). This advantage gets lost when the 
task switches to another processor. The processor switch parameter is implemented by 
adding PROC_CHANGE_PENALTY to the weight. The schedule penalty is defined in 
include/asm/smp.h and is set to 15. 
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 Environment switch: Tasks running in the same memory as the current task (which could be 
realized by forking “threads” with the clone() system call, see section 3.1.2) are additionally 
preferred by increasing their weight. In this case a more efficient context switch (restoring the 
processor registers) is sufficient for switching to the next task instead of switching to a 
completely new environment. This slight advantage (which is implemented by incrementing 
the weight) results in an improved efficiency, albeit it contradicts to the principle of fairness 
for common tasks.  
 Priority: In the Linux operating system, the priority has two meanings. First, it defines the 
(minimum) size used for the initialization of the time slices (in the counter variable) if all 
executable tasks are expired and need to be re-initialized. The priority is implemented in the 
task_struct’s variable priority and has a pre-defined value of 20 ticks for Intel 
architectures. That is why the default value for a time slice is 200 ms; it guarantees a fair 
sharing of the available computation time between the executable tasks. priority is not a 
static variable; e.g., the nice command (only available for root) manipulates the priority of a 
task, and thus its share on the CPU resources. The second meaning of the priority arises in its 
use for the weight function, as it is added to the parameters listed above. Therefore, processes 
with a lower priority are indirectly penalized as their time slice will not be consumed up as 
fast as the time slice of tasks with a higher priority. Note that the priority used for 
common tasks is different from the priority used for weighting real-time tasks 
(rt_priority), which is of no relevance for common tasks. 
With the description of the parameters involved in the calculation of the weight for common 
tasks, the following lines of code which implement the core functionality of the goodness () 
function summarize those facts and are easy to understand: 
 





137 /* Give a largish advantage to the same processor... */
138 /* (this is equivalent to penalizing other processors) */
139 if (p->processor == this_cpu)
140 weight += PROC_CHANGE_PENALTY;
141 #endif
142
143 /* .. and a slight advantage to the current MM */
144 if (p->mm == this_mm || !p->mm)
145 weight += 1;
146 weight += p->priority;





As can be seen in line 133, the weight will not be calculated for expired tasks (i.e., counter 
must be greater than 0). The basis is the currently remaining time slice (counter), maybe 
increased by the PROC_CHANGE_PENALTY if SMP is enabled in the kernel configuration (see 
above), maybe incremented if an environment switch can be avoided (line 145), and finally 
increased by the priority in line 146. Note that all the information used for the calculation of 
the weight function is stored in each task’s structure. The only sense of the goodness() function 
is basically to determine the next task that is dispatched to the CPU. It has no effects on the share 
a task gets on the available computation time – this share is defined only by the remaining time 
slice, represented in the counter parameter (as described above).  
Compared to the calculation of a task’s weight, the scheduling algorithm works quite easy, as 
can be seen in the code printed below. The scheduling algorithm uses the goodness() 
functionality. However, it might be possible that the active task gives up its control voluntarily. 
This is marked by setting the task’s state to SCHED_YIELD. Thus, for the active task, the 
prev_goodness() routine will be called, which first checks if the SCHED_YIELD flag is set. In 
this case, the task becomes no weight (weight = 0), otherwise the weight will be computed 
according to the goodness() routine. 
 
486 /*





492 * Default process to select..
493 */
494 next = idle_task(this_cpu);
495 c = -1000;




500 list_for_each(tmp, &runqueue_head) {
501 p = list_entry(tmp, struct task_struct, run_list);
502 if (can_schedule(p)) {
503 int weight = goodness(p, this_cpu, prev->active_mm);
504 if (weight > c)
505 c = weight, next = p;
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506 }
 
Starting with the idle task (line 494; which is always on the first position in the run queue), for 
each (executable) task in the run queue it is checked whether the task could be scheduled or not 
(line 502). This check is only of relevance for SMP systems; in single CPU environments, the 
can_schedule() routine is always true. Therefore, for each executable task the goodness() 
function is called, whereby the helper variable c (line 495) stores the highest value of weight. 
This process shows that there is a second aspect that influences the determination of the next task 
– if two tasks have the same (highest) weight, the one that is positioned in front of the other tasks 
in the run queue wins the competition for the CPU resources. Remember that tasks with an 
expired time slice have a weight of zero. If the time slice of all executable tasks is expired, their 
time slices will be re-initialized, as described in the following section. 
3.1.3.2.3 Initialization of Expired Tasks 
If the time-slice of a periodic real-time task expires, the scheduler re-initializes its time slice 
immediately by assigning the value stored in the priority parameter, i.e., task->counter =
task->priority, as can be seen in lines 624-629 (Appendix D). In contrast to real-time tasks, 
common tasks are only re-initialized if the time slice of each executable task is expired. In this case, 
all tasks will be re-initialized – including the tasks that are currently not executable. Thereby, the 
response time for tasks waiting for some resources is improved to achieve a faster reaction to the 
signal(s) the task is waiting for. The code for the re-calculation of the expired timers is also quite 
easy to understand. In order to avoid undefined states while modifying the task’s parameter, the 
task list (tasklist) has to be locked; other routines are allowed to read the parameters, but not 
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The re-initialization of the time slices is done in line 605. Additionally to the priority 
parameter, the half of the original size of the remained time slice is added. Therefore, the new size 









 timesliceoldpriority timeslicenew  
 
This guarantees that tasks waiting for resources (and, thus, do not completely utilize their 
time slice) can react more spontaneous if the resource will become available. Dividing the time 
slice is realized as a simple and efficient bit shifting. Note that tasks with an expired time slice are 
re-initialized only by the priority (which is equal to 200 ms) as their counter is zero. If, as an 
example, a re-initialization is invoked and a (waiting) task has a remaining time slice of 17 ticks, it 
will be reinitialized with (20 + 17/2 ) ticks = 28 ticks. If the scheduler is called the next time, this 
task will be preferred as the time slice is the basis for calculating a task’s weight. Additionally, the 
CPU’s bandwidth will be shared more equally between the tasks as the computation time currently 
not needed will be particularly available later. Albeit the time slice for a waiting task seems to be 
increasing with every re-initialization, it has a maximum threshold of the double priority (i.e., 
40 ticks), which can be easily proved by induction (see Appendix E for the proof). 
In the case that no executable task currently exists, Linux provides a special task that is always 
executable. This task is called the idle task and is scheduled in this situation. The idle task is 
implemented as a simple endless loop, which is defined as a pre-processor macro in the file 
kernel/sched.c. Accordingly, the operating system provides an idle task for each CPU in SMP 
environments. 
3.1.3.3 Dispatching 
The task with the highest weight wins the competition for the resources of the CPU and has to be 
dispatched in the last step of the scheduling to the corresponding processor. Before this step is 
done, some statistical operations are performed. For the current task, the 
kstat.context_swtch variable (line 558) is incremented which stores the current number of 
preemptions. Additionally, in multi-processor environments, the average utilization of the time 
slice is computed (lines 535-548). For dispatching, the context (which are the register values of the 
processor) of the preceding task must be saved, before the new context could be loaded from 
memory. The components of a context are described in [16] in more detail, as architecture specific 
characteristics are taken into account. Note that the scheduler itself is not related to any task; until 
this point of time the scheduler runs in the context of the previous task that should be preempted. 
After dispatching, the scheduling is finished. 
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If the time slices of all executable tasks are expired, the time slices will be re-initialized (as 
described above) and the weight function for each executable task will be repeated. For dispatching 
the next task, the scheduler first switches the memory context (lines 568-586), before it loads the 
context of the new task in the CPU registers using the switch_to() function in line 592 (note 
that this routine is completely written in assembler code, see include/asm/system.h). 
The following section gives a simple example of the scheduling. 
3.1.4 Example 
Figure 3.3 (a) demonstrates the scheduling in an example using three executable (common) tasks. 
At the time point t0 = 0 ticks, all tasks have a remaining time slice of 20 ticks (which means that 
they were just re-initialized) and the task running before t0 has to wait for any resource. We also 









t0 = 0 ticks 20 + 20 = 40 20 + 20 = 40 20 + 20 = 40
t1 = 10 ticks
t3 = 40 ticks
t5 = 60 ticks
t2 = 30 ticks
t4 = 50 ticks
10 + 20 = 30
10 + 20 = 30




10 + 20 = 30
20 + 20 + 1 = 41
Task 2 Task 3
20 + 20 = 40 20 + 20 = 40
0 10 + 20 + 1 = 31
20 + 20 = 40 20 + 20 = 40  
Figure 3.3: Example for Scheduling of different Tasks 
 
The dotted lines in Figure 3.3 mark the time points of the scheduler’s activation. While 
running, the weight will be calculated for each of the three tasks according to 3.1.3.2.2. Te results 
of the goodness() function are listed in Figure 3.3 (b), and base on the following calculations: 
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 t0 = 0 ticks. At the beginning of the example, no task has consumed anything of its time slice. 
Thus, the weight of 40 results by adding the time slice (counter, 20 ticks) to the priority 
(20 ticks). As Task 1 is the first in the run queue, it will be dispatched. 
 t1 = 10 ticks. After 100 ms, Task 1 voluntarily gives the control over the CPU back to the 
scheduler as it has to wait for an external resource. At this point, the weight for Task 2 and 
Task 3 are still 40 as described above. Thus, Task 2 is the next task in the run queue and will 
be dispatched. 
 t2 = 30 ticks. The time slice from Task 2 expires resulting in the activation of the scheduler. 
The weight function will weight Task 2 with 0 as its time slice has expired. Thus, Task 3 will 
be scheduled to the CPU. 
 t3 = 40 ticks. Task 1 is signaled that the needed resource is now available and, the scheduler 
will be called. Thus, Task 1 becomes executable and will be weighted with 30 as its remaining 
time slice is 10 ticks. Task 3, which has also a remaining time slice of 10 ticks, will be kept 
dispatched, as it’s weight is 31 due to the advantage that no switching of the memory context 
is needed. 
 t4 = 50 ticks. The weight for Task 2 and Task 3 is 0 as the time slices of both tasks are 
expired. 
 t5 = 60 ticks. At this point, all time slices are expired and the scheduler initiates a re-
initialization, which results in a weight of 0 for all tasks. Thus, the time slice of all tasks will be 
re-initialized and the weight will be computed a second time for each task. Note that after the 
re-initialization, Task 1 will keep the control over the CPU as no memory context switch is 
needed and, thus, the new weight will be 41 compared to 40 for Task 2 and Task 3. 
This brief and simple example demonstrates the rather inflexible but efficient work of the 
scheduler. However, the support for quality of service is not possible as the Linux kernel does not 
support possibilities to affect the scheduling of the tasks. The following section describes the 




4 Design Issues for an Adaptive Scheduler 
An adaptive scheduling mechanism is the basis for supporting quality of service on operating 
system’s level. Our approach is to realize an adaptive scheduler with a minimum of modifications 
at the fundamental scheduling mechanisms in Linux. Therefore, two basic possibilities can be 
identified: The use of periodic real-time tasks with dynamic priorities, or a flexible time slice 
scheme for common tasks. We decided to realize the second approach, as the use of dynamic real-
time priorities has several disadvantages: 
 A problem we identified in many tests is the favored treatment of real-time tasks. In general, 
an executable real-time task is always scheduled before all other common tasks and must not 
compete with them for the CPU resources. If a complex multimedia application bases on one 
or more real-time tasks, the performance of all other applications running on the system will 
break down. 
 Dynamic real-time priorities require an extensive and complex priority management. A Real-
time QoS Manager (RTQM) would be necessary to handle the scheduling policy of QoS-
based applications. As an example, the RTQM has to perform a continuous adaptation of the 
real-time priorities for all tasks in order to guarantee the desired sharing, as the Linux 
scheduler only considers executable tasks with the highest real-time priority. 
 The Real-time QoS Manager also has to handle the priority inversion problem, which occurs 
by the use of flexible priorities for real-time tasks. In the priority inversion problem, a low 
priority task that currently uses a resource blocks a (running) task with a higher real-time 
priority that tries to access this resource. Therefore, the RTQM has to perform additional 
operations for (real-time) priority inversion or the temporary increasing of (real-time) priority. 
 The last aspect is the real-time priority itself, which has no relation to the scheduled CPU 
resources. Therefore, no statement about the effective quality of service support will be 
possible. Particularly, it will become very hard to map the application’s QoS requirements to 
real-time priorities. 
4.1 Variable Time Slices 
Instead of using dynamic priorities for real-time tasks for supporting quality of service on 
operating system’s level, we use a flexible time slice scheme for all tasks. Thereby, the component 
is of special interest that defines the priority of a (common) task and simultaneously defines the 
(minimum) time slice for its re-initialization. Thus, the basic idea of our approach is to use the 
priority variable as a representative for quality of service. As can be seen in Figure 4.1, we also 
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realized a QoS Manager that is responsible for interacting with the applications (see also chapter 2, 
note that QoS Manager and RTQM are different entities!). If a process requests an improved QoS 
support from the QoS Manager, it gets more CPU resources as its time slice will be increased. 
Note that the QoS Manager has to take into account whether scheduling more CPU resources to a 
task indeed improves the applications quality of service, or if the CPU resources are not the 
bottleneck. The mapping of different time slices to the corresponding amounts of CPU resources 
is implicitly performed by the scheduler. This approach additionally has the advantage that other 
tasks will not starve (which might be possible in the real-time approach), as the Linux scheduler 
will be called at the latest after all executable tasks are expired and, thus, were dispatched during 
this time period. Conversely, it has to be considered that the priority is at least one tick, as tasks 











Figure 4.1: A QoS-based Scheduler for Linux 
 
The QoS support specified by the user or an application can be easily mapped on the size of a 
task’s time slice. On account of the coarse resolution of time within the Linux kernel, we chose the 
identity function for the mapping. A modification of the quality of service support by “+1” results 
in an increase of the time slice by 1 tick. A formal description of the percental amendment on the 
share can be found in section 4.3. 
Note that the mapping of the specified quality of service covers only the scheduled 
computation time. Predictions about the time points for the activation of the scheduler are not 
possible as this mainly depends on the unpredictable occurrence of interrupts and other system 
events. Thus, it is not possible to specify the triggering of the scheduler. It is only possible to 
determine the maximum time period between two calls of the scheduler, which is the double of the 
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maximum time slice (see section 3.1.3.2.3 and Appendix E). However, this also means that it is not 
possible to guarantee the desired quality of service to an application, as this basically depends on 
the behavior of the other tasks, interrupts and system events. That is, our approach only enables a 
statistical guarantee of the QoS support, which we call a soft quality of service. But, we believe that this 
kind of guarantee is sufficient for multimedia applications, as can be seen on the results described 
in [2]. 
Note that our approach described so far does not depend on explicit intervention in the 
scheduling mechanisms of the Linux kernel. However, there are some negative side effects, which 
require slight modifications of the scheduler. 
4.1.1 Negative Side Effects 
As some mechanisms of the Linux operating system are not designed for supporting quality of 
service within the end system, the use of variable time slices results in several negative side effects. 
As an example, the use of real-time tasks is in contrast to the QoS support, as those tasks are 
basically preferred and the user as well as the QoS Manager has rather any possibilities to control 
real-time tasks dynamically. One approach for avoiding this problem might be to treat real-time 
tasks as common tasks. In this case, only slight modifications of the scheduler are required. 
However, this encroachment contravenes against the POSIX 1003.1b specification [13], which 
explicitly postulates the existence of real-time tasks and their scheduling. Additionally, the 
modifications could result in an undesirable behavior of existing “real-time applications”. Thus, 
our approach treats real-time tasks as before. The user might remedy this disadvantage either by 
closing real-time applications, or (if s/he has root access) by using the system call 
sched_setscheduler(), which resets a real-time task to a common task. 
A second obvious problem results from the demand-driven activation of the scheduler. A 
task that is currently dispatched to the CPU will only be preempted if it voluntarily releases the 
control over the CPU, if its time slice expires, or if a system call explicitly triggers the scheduler. 
Although this mechanism is very efficient for small time slices as the scheduler will only be called if 
it is necessary, it is disadvantageous for large time slices. If, e.g., two MPEG-2 videos are running 
with a time slice of one second, the CPU resources are shared equally between both applications. 
However, while running, the first application gets the complete CPU resources for 1 s and displays 
the video sequence with the maximum frame rate, while the other application is suspended. After 
1 s, the time slice of the first video expires and the second video runs for 1 s, while the first 
applications is suspended. With a further increasing of the time slice, this effect is reinforced. 
However, this quality of service support is not in terms of the user’s satisfaction – it would be 
more convenient if both video sequences would be played simultaneously in a smoother way. 
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Another weak point that occurs from large time slices is the calculation of the weight for each 
task. The goodness() function uses the a task’s (re-)initialization value for the time slice (stored 
in the priority variable), resulting in a high weight for tasks with a large time slice. Thus, this 
task first utilizes its complete time slice, before other tasks are scheduled – even if the scheduler 
will be called multiple during this time period. This effect is clarified by the example shown in 
Figure 4.2. In this example, the time slice for Task 1 is 600 ms. Thus, its minimal weight will always 
exceed a value of 60 (until its time slice expires), which will never be reached by common tasks 
with a time slice of 20 ms. For common tasks, the maximum weight is 41 ticks (20 ticks remaining 
time slice + 20 ticks priority + 1 tick for avoiding a context switch). Note that the weights for each 
tasks at t5 in Figure 4.2 are the values for the second call of the function goodness(), after all 
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0
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Task 1
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20 + 20 + 1 = 41  
Figure 4.2: Example for Tasks with large Time Slices 
 
In the context of large time slices, the re-initialization after the expiry of a task’s time slice is 
also crucial for the QoS support. The specification of quality of service on the level of the 
operating system has no direct correlation to the time slice of a task. Additionally, a re-initialized 
time slice also depends on the current time slice (see line 605) and, thus, results in an unpredictable 
quality of service support, if the task has to wait for any resources. If, e.g., an adaptive video 
application with a priority of 100 ticks has to wait for incoming data, its time slice increases up to 
2 s. If the data is available, the application gets the complete CPU resources for 2 s. Thereupon, 
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the quality of service support is degraded suddenly after the next re-initialization and the share of 
the CPU resources is settled down at the desired level. Thus, the improved response time for 
waiting tasks in Linux also affects the QoS support in a negative way. Additionally, variations in 
the quality of service support are caused by applications that do not completely consume their 
scheduled computation time, resulting in a dynamic balance between user requirements, current 
load, behavior of applications, and interrupts from the hardware. 
4.2 A QoS-based Scheduling Approach 
The effects described in the previous section show the need for encroachments in the basic 
scheduling mechanisms of Linux. Thus, the quality of service support from the operating system is 
achieved by a combination of two basic concepts: First, adaptation is achieved by using a flexible 
time slice scheme, which is controlled by a feedback loop. Additionally, a modified QoS-based 
scheduler cares for an improved quality of service support. 
The negative effects result mainly from tasks with large time slices running on the system. 
Thus, one obvious approach could be a restriction of the maximal size for the time slice. 
Additionally, it is conceivable to reduce the priority and thus the (re-)initialization value (which is at 
least 20 ticks) for each task. However, this approach is rather inflexible, because it is on the one 
hand difficult to specify an upper limit for the time slices of all applications. On the other hand, 
the default granularity of the system time is very coarse (1 tick = 10 ms). Subsiding the priority 
level for all tasks, the granularity for adjusting the QoS support becomes much coarser (cf. section 
4.3). 
The alternative we used for handling tasks with a large time slice is the additional use of a 
time-driven mechanism for triggering the scheduler. Therefore, an external timer calls the 
scheduler periodically. The activation of this timer is only necessary, if the user or an application 
requires a QoS support. If the user needs no further quality of service (or a QoS-based application 
is terminated), the timer will be deactivated if no other QoS-based applications are currently 
running on the Linux system, resulting in the original efficiency of the scheduling mechanism. 
Thus, the external timer takes care for a more regular (and thus a qualitative better) QoS support 
of the operating system, as large time slices will be split in several smaller units that are dispatched 
to the CPU resulting in an improved interleaving of the tasks. We implemented the external timer 
by using the add_timer(), del_timer(), mod_timer()system calls, which periodically 
trigger our scheduler with a frequency of 100 Hz. 
However, the external timer does not remedy the general problem of the coarse temporal 
granularity. Of course, a resolution of 10 ms causes little effort for the management of the timing 
aspects and the scheduling of tasks, but for current and future applications, this granularity is not 
sufficient as the desired frequency of the scheduler calls cannot be adjusted exactly. Note that a 
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six-times super-scalar processor such as the Intel Pentium 4 CPU running at 1.5 GHz performs 
15,000,000 CPU cycles in 10 ms and is, thus, able to calculate theoretically up to 90,000,000 
operations in 1 tick [17]. This suggests the idea of modifying the timing basis for Linux. Although 
this can be easily achieved by decreasing the HZ constant (currently set to 100 (file 
include/asm/param.h) for x86-based CPU architectures), which results in a shorter period for 
one tick. However, every routine handling temporal aspects (such as the calculation of the time, 
routines for statistic calculations such as the average time slice, etc.) has to be modified in order to 
achieve a correct system behavior.  
However, tasks with a large time slice are still treated in the same way. As can be seen in 
Figure 4.2, Task 1 gets the CPU within the first 600 ms, even if in the scheduler is called within 
this time period. Afterwards, it has to wait for 600 ms until all other tasks with a smaller time slice 
are expired. A more regular scheduling policy can only be achieved by modifying the scheduling 
algorithm. The reasons for the behavior of tasks with a large time slice can be mainly seen in the 
goodness() function, as both the priority and the remaining time slice of each task are the most 
relevant parameters for the calculation of the weight. In order to obtain the effectiveness of the 
scheduler, we decided not to modify the basic scheduling mechanisms but to adapt the 
goodness() function in the following way. (In contrast to earlier versions of the Linux kernel, 
we wrote a new function in parallel to goodness() called goodness_qos(), which is only used 
by the scheduling algorithm as there are other functions [such as reschedule_idle()] that use 
the values generated by goodness().) 
 For each task, we additionally retain the number of schedules in the variable 
schedule_counter (stored in struct task_struct in include/linux/sched.h). 
If all executable tasks are expired and their time slices are re-initialized, the 
schedule_counter will also be reset to 1. Thus, the weight will be computed as follows: 
For the basis, we use the currently remaining time slice divided by the number of schedules 
(and rounded to the lower whole-numbered value). Where applicable, both the advantage for 
avoiding of a CPU penalty as well as the context switch benefit are added to this value as 
described in section 3.1.3.2. Note that we have to take care that the weight does not become 
0 as in this case the task will not be scheduled further on. 
 Compared to the original goodness() function, the priority parameter is not considered 
in the weight. 
 Another modification is required for the re-initialization of the time slices. As the time slice 
of a non-executable task increases, the control of the quality of service support becomes 
more difficult (and might even result in a degraded QoS support). Thus, we only re-initialize a 
task with its priority, i.e., it is easier to map the quality of service to the size of the time 
slice and the QoS support becomes more transparent and calculable to the application.  
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The following lines of code show the important part of the implementation of the 
goodness_qos() function. 
 
1 static inline int goodness_qos(struct task_struct * p,
2 int this_cpu, struct mm_struct *this_mm)
3 {







27 if (p->schedule_counter >= p->counter)
28 {
29 // schedule_counter must not get higher as the counter value,
30 // otherwise the DIV will become 0! Beware that there is no
31 // schedule_counter overflow. schedule_counter must not become
32 // 0, as in this case the following code will not be called.
33 // Set weight to 1 for optimization :-)
34
35 p->schedule_counter = p->counter;








44 /* Give a largish advantage to the same processor... */
45 /* (this is equivalent to penalizing other processors) */
46 if (p->processor == this_cpu)
47 weight += PROC_CHANGE_PENALTY;
48 #endif
49
50 /* .. and a slight advantage to the current MM */
51 if (p->mm == this_mm || !p->mm)
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On the basis of this calculation, tasks that are dispatched quite often between two re-
initializations will become slightly handicapped. However, in combination with the external timer 
described above, the available CPU resources will be scheduled much smoother between running 
tasks, as can be seen in the example in the next section. 
Within the function responsible for the scheduling of tasks (schedule() in file 
kernel/sched.c), we only have to modify minor functionality. The first modification is to 
increase the number of schedules (p->schedule_counter) for the current task every time the 
scheduler is called. Second, we have to call the goodness_qos() function instead of the 
goodness() function for the calculation of each task’s weight. The third modification of the 
scheduler has to be done in the re-initialization of each task. We only use the priority value for 
the re-initialization and omit the current size of the time slice. Additionally, the 
schedule_counter parameter must be reset. Thus, the following lines of code perform the re-
initialization of each task that currently exists on the Linux system. 
1 for_each_task(p)
2 {
3 p->counter = p->priority;
4 p->schedule_counter = 1;
5 }
As can be seen in the previous lines of code, the effort of our adaptive scheduling mechanism 
only minimally increases the system load. Compared to the original scheduling mechanism, the 
adaptive scheduler needs an additional if-then-else construct in the goodness() function, 
which results in either two assignments of values to variables or a whole-numbered division of the 
variable weight (unfortunately, divisions are quite expensive in terms of CPU cycles). In return, 
we can omit one assignment and the addition of the priority to the weight. The scheduler 
needs an additional incrementing of the schedule_counter variable; the re-initialization also 
requires an additional assignment for the same variable, which is yet compensated by resigning on 
the calculation of the increased time slice if a task does not completely utilize its time slice (cf. line 
605 in Appendix D). Altogether, we have an additional overhead of one if-then-else query 
with an eventual division when passing through our adaptive scheduler for the Linux operating 
system. 
4.2.1 Example 
In order to demonstrate the behavior of our QoS-based scheduler, we used four tasks with 
different priorities. Task 1 and Task 2 have both a time slice of 40 ticks, Task 3 was initialized with 
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20 ticks and Task 4 had a pre-defined time slice of 10 ms. The frequency of the external timer was 
adjusted to 10 Hz, i.e., the scheduler was called every 100 ms. Figure 4.3 (a) shows the schedule 
sequence of the four tasks; in Figure 4.3 (b) the weights for the different tasks at each call of the 
scheduler can be seen. In the terms a/b in Figure 4.3 (b), a is the remaining time slice of the 
corresponding task at time ti, b represents the number of schedules (since the last re-initialization 
process) we introduced for our QoS-based scheduler, and the operator “/” denotes the division 
that rounds the result to the lower whole-numbered value. The bonus for avoiding a context 
switch was set to the default value of 1. The benefit for avoiding a processor switch is not 
considered in this scenario (as we developed and optimized our adaptive scheduler for single-
processor systems). In Figure 4.4, we demonstrate the schedule sequence with the same example 
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Figure 4.3: Example – QoS-based Scheduling 
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Figure 4.4: QoS-based Scheduling in the Scenario of Figure 4.2 
 
As can be seen on the two examples, our QoS-based scheduler provides an improved quality 
of service support for the applications running on the operating system, as the scheduler is called 
more often and the QoS-based scheduling mechanism cares for a smoother schedule of the 
running tasks. 
4.3 QoS Support in Theory and Practice 
In our approach, the QoS support relates to the percentage of scheduled CPU resources within a 
time period. In this context, the time period is the time between two re-initialization processes. 
Assume that there are n executable tasks. Ti denotes the priority and, thus, the initial time slice for 
task i. If all tasks are executable, no further tasks are started and the CPU is completely utilized, the 
percentage share Ai on the available CPU bandwidth for task i is defined by the following 
equation. 
 













If the user (or an application) changes the priority for task Ti by ∆Ti [ticks], the percentage of 










































The derivation of this equation can be found in Appendix F. We also measured the system 
behavior in practice. Therefore, we started four processes performing integer additions in an 
endless loop and, thus, completely utilize their scheduled CPU resources, i.e., each process gets 
about ¼ of the available CPU resources while each process traced the time it was scheduled to the 
CPU. Figure 4.5 shows the results of this experiment. In Figure (a), we increased the time slice of 
process 1 by 2 ticks in each step, in Figure (b) process 4 was decreased by 2 ticks in each step. The 
two figures show the effect on the CPU utilization for each process. As we can see (which was 
already mentioned above), increasing the time slice for one task results in a lower increasing of the 
percentage on the CPU resources compared to a decreasing of the time slice5. Those experiments 
show the feasibility of our adaptive scheduler. Further measurements, such as the result of the 
quality of service support for applications are described in [1, 2] in more detail. We also 
implemented a QoS Library that allows applications to specify their own quality of service support 
in order to achieve an optimized convergence of the QoS requirements to the actual QoS support 
provided by the operating system. A brief description of the QoS Library can be found in [2]. 
                                                     
5 Assuming the situation in Figure 4.5 starting with 20 ticks per process, increasing the time slice of Process 1 
in (a) to 22 ticks results in an improved percentage of 1.829 %, whereas decreasing the priority of Process 4 
(in (b)) results in a degraded percentage of 1.92 %. 
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Figure 4.5: Experiment – Modification of the Time Slices 
 
5 Further Implementation Details 
In order to interact with the scheduler, an interface is needed that can be used by applications in 
order to pass their requirements to the Linux kernel. As scheduling is performed completely within 
the Linux kernel, we realized a system call that allows to access the QoS Manager within the 
Kernel, which itself modifies the scheduling of the available CPU resources or passes the request 
to the networking subsystem. Note that the following description bases on the Linux kernel 
version 2.3.49 for x86-based architectures (as mentioned earlier). Appendix A briefly summarizes 
the changes that were made in the different files. 
5.1 Adding a New System Call 
The new system call we added in our implementation has the following prototype: 
 
int modify_qos(pid_t pid, int qosify, int deltaQoS)
 
The implementation of a new system call in Linux is quite easy. This process is described in 
the following on the basis of our new system call modify_qos(). First the new system call must 
be registered in the Linux kernel by extending the file arch/i386/kernel/entry.S. The 
sys_call_table defines every system call for the Linux system. The new system call is 
registered by extending this table using .long SYMBOL_NAME(), which is the 218th system call in 
the Linux kernel (version 2.3.49). 
The second step is to assign the correct system registration number of the system call as well 
as to define its prototype. This is performed in the file include/asm/unistd.h. In order to 




to the list of the system call numbers. For defining the prototype (and, thus, propagating the 
definition of the system call in the kernel so it will also become accessible from outside the kernel), 
we used one of the _syscallx macros that are defined in the same file, where x specifies the 
number of the arguments of the system call. For our system call modify_qos() we used 
 
static inline _syscall3(int, modify_qos, pid_t, pid, int, qosify, int,
deltaQoS)
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Note to include the return value and the name of the system call, respectively, in the list of 
the arguments of the _sycall3() macro. 
Those two steps are necessary to add a new system call to your Linux system. Now you have 
to implement the functionality of your system call. In our example, we created the file 
kernel/qossched.c for the implementation the modify_qos() system call. There are three 
topics that must be considered: 
 Note that the code runs completely in the privileged system mode, so the corresponding 
header files (that contain the necessary variables that are accessed) must be included within 
the new file. Those header files can be found in the include path of your kernel tree. You can 
include them, e.g., via #include <linux/sched.h> or #include <net/ipv4.h>. 
 The routine realizing the system call has to be defined in the following way:  
asmlinkage int sys_modify_qos(pid_t pid, int qosify, int deltaQoS) 
 For the compilation of the kernel (which is necessary when modifying system calls), the 
created file would not be considered unless the Makefile in the corresponding directory is 
extended. In our example, we have to add the object name of your file to the O_OBJS 
variable, i.e., qossched.o (in the kernel/ path). 
Before you can use your system call, the dependencies for the kernel must be built and the 
complete kernel has to be compiled. Do not forget to copy the System.map file to the /boot 
directory so the new system call can be found while booting the QoS-based Linux kernel. 
5.2 The Implementation of modify_qos() 
As mentioned above, our system call modify_qos() is implemented in the 
kernel/qossched.c file with the following prototype: 
 
asmlinkage int sys_modify_qos(pid_t pid, int qosify, int deltaQoS). 
 
The handling of this function is quite intuitive: pid specifies the process/task that should 
become a better/worse QoS support, qosify tells the QoS Manager to switch the QoS support 
for a task on (= 1) or off (= 0), and deltaQoS defines the “agility” of the adaptation process, 
i.e., if deltaQoS is +3, our QoS Manager increases the time slice for the specified task by 3 ticks. 
Note that deltaQoS can be also negative, resulting in a degraded QoS support. 
For implementing the functionality of our system call, we used four routines (in file 
kernel/qossched.c). call_schedule_func() is the callback function that will be called if 
the external timer expires. The frequency of this timer is defined by the constant TIMESLICE, 
which is set to 1 (= 1 tick = 10 ms). The callback function triggers the scheduler, which is done by 
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setting the need_resched variable of the current task to 1, and renews the external timer using 
the mod_timer() system call. Note that the scheduler should never be called immediately; 
instead, after a system call is executed, the need_resched flag is tested by the system and the 
scheduler will be called appropriately. This flag is defined for each task within the task structure.  
The second function is modify_task(), which is responsible for adapting the task 
structure if requested by the application. First, this function checks whether all arguments are valid 
(e.g., an existing process identification (PID), and a valid deltaQoS parameter) and if the access 
rights of the user are sufficient for performing this kind of modification. Currently, only root is 
allowed to modify the time slice of a task; otherwise you have to adapt the corresponding line of 
code. Finally, the qosified flag and the new value for the priority variable are assigned 
accordingly. 
The next function in the “calling hierarchy” is modify_child_tree(), which modified all 
forked tasks of the specified task, i.e., if a task started several child tasks, the QoS support for this 
parent task is also extended to each child task. Therefore, this function is called recursively using a 
depth-first search over the complete tree with the parent process as the root of this tree. This 
function is called by the actual system call modify_qos() (with the arguments described above) 
in order to set the values for the corresponding parameters. Therefore, modfiy_qos() first has 
to find the task structure to the specified process identifier (PID), it then qosifies (or unqosifies) the 
corresponding task(s) and finally activates or deactivates the external timer. The return values of 
modify_qos() are defined as follows: 
 -EINVAL: The PID of the specified process is invalid, i.e., it points to the idle task which 
must not be modified.  
 -ESRCH: The specified process does not exist in the system. 
 -EPERM: Unauthorized access to a task, i.e., the user has not enough access rights to modify 
the time slices of a task. 
 0: The task was unqosified successfully. 
 >0: The task was qosified successfully and the new size of the time slice is returned. 
In order to use the functionality of the QoS support, the two files qossy.o (generated from 
qossy.c by using gcc -Wall -c qossy.c -o qossy.o) and qossy.h can be used. 
qossy.h contains the prototype for the system call (thus, this file must be included in a QoS-
based application), and qossy.o must be linked to that application. Within the code of the 
application, the system call can be easily and simply used by calling the function modify_qos() 
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Appendix A: Overview of  the Modified Files 
This section gives a brief overview of the files that were modified in order to achieve the QoS 
support. A more detailed description is given in section 4.2 and chapter 5. Within the files, 






As we use the opportunity to configure the QoS support in the kernel configuration, we have to 





Both the task structure (struct task_struct) and its initial definition (INIT_TASK) has to be 
extended by several components, states, and variables needed for the adaptive scheduler. Note not 
to forget the INIT_TASK macro that defines the initialization for each task that is created. This 
macro also has to be extended with the initialization values for the new parameters. 
 
include/asm/unistd.h
Adding the new system call to the list of functions. Thus, applications can use the new system call 
if they either include the header file qossy.h and use the qossy.o file for compilation. 




Add the new system call to the definition list of all other system calls in this file, so it is registered 
and defined by the specified prototype. 
 
kernel/sched.c
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In this file the functionality of the created system call is implemented. Note that qossched.c is 
not part of the original Linux kernel. 
 
kernel/Makefile
Of course, the Makefile has to be extended for compiling the kernel/qossched.c file. 
 
arch/i386/config.in
This file was modified to extend the configuration menu (menuconfig, xconfig, …) with an 
entry to switch on the QoS support for the scheduler (reflected by he parameter 
CONFIG_QOS_SCHED). Within the Linux kernel, the statement #ifdef CONFIG_QOS_SCHED 
allows to switch on the support for quality of service or to compile the original Linux kernel (if 
switched off in the configuration menu). As a result, the value for CONFIG_QOS_SCHED is defined 
in include/inux/config.h and is set to 1. Thus, linux/config.h has to be included in 
each file that uses CONFIG_QOS_SCHED (after make menuconfig was executed) 
 
arch/i386/defconfig
Defines the default values for the variables specified in arch/i386/config.in. The default 
value for each of the QoS-based variables is “yes”, i.e. CONFIG_QOS_SCHED is set to 1. 
 
 
Appendix B: Getting Started 
The installation of our QoS support for Linux is quite easy and similar to the installation process 
of other kernel patches. Unfortunately, the complete kernel needs to be rebuilt for the QoS-based 
scheduling, as central data structures used by several Linux kernel mechanisms are modified. Also, 
a reboot of the system will become necessary. First, take a 2.3.49 Linux kernel and patch this raw 
kernel with our QoS patch (qos-patch-2.3.49). Copy the QoS patch in the Linux directory 
(usually /usr/src/linux) and call the command  
 
patch -p1 qos-patch-2.3.49
After the installation of the QoS patch, the kernel has to be configured for your system and 
for the QoS support by calling a configuration program (e.g., make menuconfig). Chose the 
“QoS support” item in the menu and check if the “QoS-based Scheduler” item is activated. Note 
that the menu structure for the configuration menu is defined in the two files 
arch/i386/config.in (for the configuration of the menu structure) and 
arch/i386/defconfig (for the definition of the default values for each configuration 
parameter). 
The activation of the QoS-based scheduling item sets the preprocessor variable 
CONFIG_QOS_SCHED, which is used within the kernel for the activation of the QoS-based 
scheduler. Thus, this variable is used to distinguish between the original mechanisms and the QoS-
based mechanisms, e.g., the QoS-based scheduler is used instead of the original one – by switching 
off the “QoS-based Scheduling” item, the original kernel will be used. Note that all modifications 
that change the functionality of the Linux kernel are edged using the #if[n]def
CONFIG_QOS_SCHED query. Note that the CONFIG_QOS_SCHED parameter is defined in the 
include/linux/config.h file; thus, this linux/config.h must be included in every other 
file you use the CONFIG_QOS_SCHED parameter. 
After configuring the QoS support, the kernel needs to be compiled (including a new setup of 
the dependencies) and installed. For the building process, use the command make dep clean
bzImage. The new kernel image has to be installed (by copying to the /boot directory) and 
activated, e.g., using lilo. Do not forget to copy the System.map file in the root or /boot 
directory, as a new system call was added to your Linux system. Finally, you have to reboot your 






Appendix C: The Task Structure task_struct 
The structure that defines a task can be found in the file include/linux/sched.h. 
 
260 struct task_struct {
261 /* these are hardcoded - don't touch */
262 volatile long state; /* -1 unrunnable, 0 runnable, >0 stopped */
263 unsigned long flags; /* per process flags, defined below */
264 int sigpending;
265 mm_segment_t addr_limit; /* thread address space:
266 0-0xBFFFFFFF for user-thead
267 0-0xFFFFFFFF for kernel-thread
268 */
269 struct exec_domain *exec_domain;
270 volatile long need_resched;
271
272 cycles_t avg_slice;
273 int lock_depth; /* Lock depth. We can context switch in and out of
holding a syscall kernel lock... */
274 /* begin intel cache line */
275 long counter;
276 long priority;
277 unsigned long policy;
278 /* memory management info */
279 struct mm_struct *mm, *active_mm;
280 int has_cpu;
281 int processor;
282 struct list_head run_list;
283 struct task_struct *next_task, *prev_task;
284 int last_processor;
285
286 /* task state */
287 struct linux_binfmt *binfmt;
288 int exit_code, exit_signal;
289 int pdeath_signal; /* The signal sent when the parent dies */
290 /* ??? */







298 /* boolean value for session group leader */
299 int leader;
300 /*
301 * pointers to (original) parent process, youngest child, younger sibling,
302 * older sibling, respectively. (p->father can be replaced with
303 * p->p_pptr->pid)
304 */
305 struct task_struct *p_opptr, *p_pptr, *p_cptr, *p_ysptr, *p_osptr;
306
307 /* PID hash table linkage. */
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308 struct task_struct *pidhash_next;
309 struct task_struct **pidhash_pprev;
310
311 wait_queue_head_t wait_chldexit; /* for wait4() */
312 struct semaphore *vfork_sem; /* for vfork() */
313 unsigned long rt_priority;
314 unsigned long it_real_value, it_prof_value, it_virt_value;
315 unsigned long it_real_incr, it_prof_incr, it_virt_incr;
316 struct timer_list real_timer;
317 struct tms times;
318 unsigned long start_time;
319 long per_cpu_utime[NR_CPUS], per_cpu_stime[NR_CPUS];
320 /* mm fault and swap info: this can arguably be seen as either mm-specific or
thread-specific */
321 unsigned long min_flt, maj_flt, nswap, cmin_flt, cmaj_flt, cnswap;
322 int swappable:1;





328 kernel_cap_t cap_effective, cap_inheritable, cap_permitted;
329 struct user_struct *user;
330 /* limits */
331 struct rlimit rlim[RLIM_NLIMITS];
332 unsigned short used_math;
333 char comm[16];
334 /* file system info */
335 int link_count;
336 struct tty_struct *tty; /* NULL if no tty */
337 /* ipc stuff */
338 struct sem_undo *semundo;
339 struct sem_queue *semsleeping;
340 /* CPU-specific state of this task */
341 struct thread_struct thread;
342 /* filesystem information */
343 struct fs_struct *fs;
344 /* open file information */
345 struct files_struct *files;
346 /* signal handlers */
347 spinlock_t sigmask_lock; /* Protects signal and blocked */
348 struct signal_struct *sig;
349 sigset_t signal, blocked;
350 struct signal_queue *sigqueue, **sigqueue_tail;
351 unsigned long sas_ss_sp;
352 size_t sas_ss_size;
353
354 /* Thread group tracking */
355 u32 parent_exec_id;
356 u32 self_exec_id;
357 /* Protection of fields allocatio/deallocation */
358 struct semaphore exit_sem;
359 };
 
Appendix D: Scheduling Source Code 
The scheduling algorithm can be found in the file include/linux/sched.h and is splitted 
in two relevant functions: goodness() and schedule(). 
 






116 * Realtime process, select the first one on the
117 * runqueue (taking priorities within processes
118 * into account).
119 */
120 if (p->policy != SCHED_OTHER) {





126 * Give the process a first-approximation goodness value
127 * according to the number of clock-ticks it has left.
128 *
129 * Don't do any other calculations if the time slice is
130 * over..
131 */





137 /* Give a largish advantage to the same processor... */
138 /* (this is equivalent to penalizing other processors) */
139 if (p->processor == this_cpu)
140 weight += PROC_CHANGE_PENALTY;
141 #endif
142
143 /* .. and a slight advantage to the current MM */
144 if (p->mm == this_mm || !p->mm)
145 weight += 1;





436 asmlinkage void schedule(void)
437 {
438 struct schedule_data * sched_data;
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439 struct task_struct *prev, *next, *p;
440 struct list_head *tmp;
441 int this_cpu, c;
442





448 prev = current;







456 /* Do "administrative" work here while we don't hold any locks */





462 * 'sched_data' is protected by the fact that we can run
463 * only one process per CPU.
464 */




469 /* move an exhausted RR process to be last.. */




474 switch (prev->state & ~TASK_EXCLUSIVE) {
475 case TASK_INTERRUPTIBLE:
476 if (signal_pending(prev)) {







484 prev->need_resched = 0;
485
486 /*





492 * Default process to select..
493 */
494 next = idle_task(this_cpu);
495 c = -1000;
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500 list_for_each(tmp, &runqueue_head) {
501 p = list_entry(tmp, struct task_struct, run_list);
502 if (can_schedule(p)) {
503 int weight = goodness(p, this_cpu, prev->active_mm);
504 if (weight > c)








513 * from this point on nothing can prevent us from
514 * switching to the next task, save this fact in
515 * sched_data.
516 */
517 sched_data->curr = next;
518 #ifdef __SMP__
519 next->has_cpu = 1;









529 * maintain the per-process 'average timeslice' value.
530 * (this has to be recalculated even if we reschedule to
531 * the same process) Currently this is only used on SMP,
532 * and it's approximate, so we do not have to maintain
533 * it while holding the runqueue spinlock.
534 */
535 {
536 cycles_t t, this_slice;
537
538 t = get_cycles();
539 this_slice = t - sched_data->last_schedule;
540 sched_data->last_schedule = t;
541
542 /*
543 * Exponentially fading average calculation, with
544 * some weight so it doesnt get fooled easily by
545 * smaller irregularities.
546 */




551 * We drop the scheduler lock early (it's a global spinlock),
552 * thus we have to lock the previous process from getting
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553 * rescheduled during switch_to().
554 */
555




560 * there are 3 processes which are affected by a context switch:
561 *
562 * prev == .... ==> (last => next)
563 *
564 * It's the 'much more previous' 'prev' that is on next's stack,
565 * but prev is set to (the just run) 'last' process by switch_to().




570 struct mm_struct *mm = next->mm;
571 struct mm_struct *oldmm = prev->active_mm;
572 if (!mm) {
573 if (next->active_mm) BUG();
574 next->active_mm = oldmm;
575 atomic_inc(&oldmm->mm_count);
576 enter_lazy_tlb(oldmm, next, this_cpu);
577 } else {
578 if (next->active_mm != mm) BUG();
579 switch_mm(oldmm, mm, next, this_cpu);
580 }
581
582 if (!prev->mm) {






589 * This just switches the register state and the
590 * stack.
591 */
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610
611 still_running:
612 c = prev_goodness(prev, this_cpu, prev->active_mm);












625 if (!prev->counter) {






632 printk("Scheduling in interrupt\n");





Appendix E: Proof  of  Maximum Threshold 
In order to show that there is a threshold for the maximum size of a time slice for a waiting task, 
we use a prove by induction over the number of reinitializations. 
The calculation of a task’s time slice ts follows the recursion 
 












Prove by induction. 
 
Proposition:  Ptsii ⋅≤∞→ 2lim  
Begin of the induction:  PPts ⋅≤= 21  













































Appendix F: Derivation of  the Percentage ∆Ai 
 
 












After the priority iT  of task i was altered by iT∆  [ticks], the basic approach for the 
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q.e.d. 
 
